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EGEE → EGI

OSCT → EGI-CSIRT
Refresher EGI

EGI = European Grid initiative

See also Daniel Kouril talk at the last TF-CSIRT

• Foundation under Dutch law EGI.eu:
  … create and maintain a pan-European grid infrastructure in collaboration with NGIs in order to guarantee its long-term availability …

• One member per country: National Grid Initiatives (NGI)

Make EGEE result last!
Structure of EGI

Vision: Federation of NGIs

- EGI is the umbrella organisation of the NGIs
- EGI Coordinates and operates international activities
- One NGI / Country
- Four years funding from the EU (EGI-InSPIRE)
- Future: Supported by NGI’s

* EGI stays after the 4 years

Integrated Sustainable Pan-European Infrastructure for Research in Europe

Coordinate and facilitate international Activities

Coordinate National Activities

Local Grid Projects
Difference to EGEE

EGI aims at making the grid sustainable

➤ Shift responsibilities to members
➤ Follow a bottom up strategy

EGEE was much more top down, centralized
Security

EGI-CSIRT (IRTF)  Other GI  TF-CSIRT

NGI CERT  NGI CERT  NGI CERT

...
Incident Response

- All the dirty stuff happens here (Forensics, etc.)

- Must inform project-egee-security-csirts@in2p3.fr

- Details: “OSCT Incident Response Procedure” will change to EGI/IRTF
Incident Response

• EGI-CSIRT/IRTF monitors situation
• If necessary escalation to grid-sec
• If necessary remind NGI of their duties
EGI-CSIRT

• TI-Listed (currently as EGEE OSCT)

• Is a virtual team, consisting of national Teams

• Duties rotate

• Operational since 1. May 2010

• Procedures will (hopefully) become better defined as EGI proceeds: Strong emphasis is put towards become a more “normal” CSIRT (as we see it).